Background: Precise left atrial (LA) volume quantification, representative of LA function, is of extraordinary clinical prognostic value. However, a detailed description of pathophysiology in different disease populations and interactions with aging by real-time three-dimensional echocardiography (RT-3DE) is lacking. Methods: This study consisted of three protocols: (1) to test the impact of different LA cutting planes on LA volume quantification in different disease populations (n = 61) by RT-3DE; (2) to examine the impact of aging, hypertension (n = 145), the interaction on LA remodeling; and (3) to further depict the LA regional and global remodeling process in different disease entities (n = 68), including heart failure (HF). Results: Bias and percentage error in LA volume quantification tended to decrease significantly when compared with the automatic border detection method at eight cutting planes. A linear relationship was apparent between maximal LA volume and age in the hypertensive group (r = 0.26, p = 0.03), but not in the normal aging group (r = 0.16, p = 0.19). A significantly reduced pumping fraction and enlarged LA volume was observed in HF patients (p < 0.01), with a trend toward less LA pumping volume (p = 0.1). Conclusion: Eight cut planes provided sufficient accuracy in LA volume quantification using the RT-3DE method. Compared with normal aging, LA volume tends to increase with higher pumping volume to compensate for impaired left ventricular relaxation in hypertension. Relatively preserved total LA pumping volume may exist in heart failure patients at the expense of further adaptive volume expansion with a subsequently reduced total emptying fraction.
Introduction
Left atrial (LA) volume has been proven to be a robust marker of cardiovascular risk for myocardial infarction or cardiomyopathy [1] [2] [3] . Also a marker of diastolic dysfunction, LA volume predicts atrial fibrillation recurrence leading to worse clinical outcomes 4 . LA remodeling in terms of LA volume alterations may actually reflect alterations of hemodynamic or the effect of therapeutics, and higher LA volume associated with higher left ventricular (LV) filling pressure may thus independently predict heart failure (HF) development 2 . Early stage diastolic dysfunction associated with the aging process or hypertension may impart an added workload to the left atrium, leading to increased LA volume 5, 6 . In addition, LA remodeling associated with diastolic dysfunction 7, 8 has also been proven and was predictive of an ischemic stress result 9 . LA volume quantification with precision is thus of significant clinical value and may impact further diagnostic decisions and therapeutic strategies.
Owing to an asymmetrical three-dimensional (3D) LA structure, precise assessment of LA volume may be difficult. The conventional two-dimensional (2D) echocardiogram has been proposed as a convenient and rapid method to quantify LA volume, although it may be limited by the shortage of full spectral analysis with geometric assumptions 4 . Emerging real-time 3D echocardiographic (RT-3DE) techniques equipped with a high-resolution transducer allows real-time and facilitated acquisition of 3D heart structures by reconstructing multiple-plane images and has proven value in volume and functional evaluation of the left ventricle validated with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 9, 10 . Although LA volume and functional assessment by such multiple cutting planes with the RT-3DE method may theoretically provide more accurate measurements, a tradeoff remains between clinical convenience and data reliability or accuracy 11, 12 . In addition, the clinical application of such a new approach in different disease populations remains obscure. In this study, we attempted to determine the optimal cutting planes in LA volume quantification using RT-3DE in various cardiovascular diseases by comparing those data with a newly developed automatic border detection (ABD) algorithm, which may be less affected by image planeassociated spatial limitations with easy and fast 3D parameters assessed as previous described 13 . We also applied this LA functional assessment in different disease entities to determine whether it provided insight into LA mechanics and pathophysiology, which may aid early therapeutic decisions and strategies.
Materials and Methods

Study population
From June 2006 to February 2007, three protocols were conducted simultaneously with a collection of different patient populations enrolled in our design with retrospective analysis after patient enrollment. This study was approved by a local ethics committee.
Protocol 1
We compared the impact of LA cutting plane numbers on LA volume quantification using RT-3DE in different populations, with patients enrolled either from outpatient clinics or from hospitalization with coronary artery disease/HF. A total of 61 participants including normal controls (n = 21), hypertensive patients (n = 16), HF patients (n = 10) and coronary artery disease patients (n = 14) were included. Different cutting planes (biplane-, four-, eight-and 12-plane) using off-line commercialized software (TomTec GmbH, Unterschleissheim, Germany) on a workstation 14 were performed and compared with the ABD algorithm. Those with at least two unsatisfactory segments for 2D echocardiographic wall motion evaluation were excluded.
Protocol 2
To elucidate the impact of aging, with and without hypertension on LA volume quantified by RT-3DE from outpatient clinics, a total of 145 consecutive participants including normal control (n = 71) and patients with hypertensive (n = 74) without clinical HF symptoms were included. LA volume was quantified by the same RT-3DE equipment and software analysis using an off-line commercialized software (TomTec GmbH) on a workstation. In this protocol, patients ≥ 60 years of age were defined as the older group and were compared with the younger group comprising patients < 60 years of age. Patients with other systemic diseases including diabetes, renal insufficiency (creatinine ≥ 2.5 mg/dL), pulmonary hypertension, valvular diseases of more than a moderate degree, bundle branch block, atrial fibrillation, recent coronary intervention or bypass graft surgery (within 40 days), or the existence of HF symptoms and signs were all excluded.
Protocol 3
Of all 71 normal cases and 74 hypertensive cases from protocol 2, we randomized some normal (n = 18) and hypertensive patients (n = 20) with those who were diagnosed with HF from either outpatient clinics < 3 months prior or patients who had ever been hospitalized. HF was diagnosed clinically as a worsened functional class (functional class III and IV) presenting with lower limb edema, pulmonary congestion or other HF 
LA volume quantification by 2D area-length method
LA volume quantification in our study was performed by the 2D area-length method as stated by the American Society of Echocardiography method ( Figure 1A ).
LA volume quantification by RT-3DE
Full volume acquisition of a RT-3DE data set was achieved with second-generation matrix array S5 transducer (iE33) from non-foreshortened LV apical views and analyzed semi-automatically by off-line endocardial tracing software (TomTec GmbH). LA volume measurements with time displayed in one heart cycle were then identified by planimetry of endocardial contours in 2 (i.e., 90°/slice), 4 (i.e., 45°/slice), 8 (i.e., 22.5°/slice) and 12 slices (i.e., 15°/slice) ( Figure 1B ). Contour tracing was performed at ventricular end systole with a semiautomatic border detection algorithm adjusted by trivial manual tracing or modification as required. After identifying and marking the dome of the atrium and mitral annulus on each slice, a preconfigured ellipse was fitted to the endocardial borders of each frame ( Figure 1C) . A time-volume curve ( Figure 1D ) was generated which allowed objective quantification of maximum LA volume (LAV max ) and minimum LA volume (LAV min ). This 3D echocardiographic measure also allowed objective quantification of regional or average LA peak expansion volume change rates (PeLA) derived from the first derivatives of volume differences from LV end-diastole to LV end-systole (LAV max ) considered as an expansion index in the current study. This new technique avoided multiple-plane reconstruction which may have possibly underestimated the true LA volume because of an unevenly shaped LV structure. In protocol 1, measures from the multiplane reconstruction were further compared with the ABD technique utilizing frame-by-frame tracking skills (4D LV-Analysis CAP software version 2.5, TomTec Research Arena; TomTec GmbH) ( Figure 1C ). In protocol 2 and 3, all LA volumes were measured by the ABD method with pulmonary vein areas excluded from tracing. LA volumes were measured at three points: (1) before mitral valve opening (LAV max ); (2) immediately after atrial click (LAV p ); and (3) immediately after mitral valve closure (LAV min ).
Representative global LA volume/mechanical function in our study was evaluated using the following equation 16 :
• LA volume of both LAV max and LAV min during the whole cycle
• LA expansion volume change rate = peak LA expansion volume changes next to mitral annulus during LV contraction. Both average and individual LA regions were calculated. LA volume change rate from any LA segment was represented as regional LA functional changes in our study.
Statistics
All data were presented as mean ± standard deviation. The nonparametric trend test (Wilcoxon rank sum test) was used to test the trends of different variables across more than two different groups. The Pearson test was used to test the degree and significance of correlation between any two measures. The Student's t test was used to compare variables from any two different groups with normal distribution. The Mann-Whitney U test was used for data without normal distributions, and the Chi-squared test for categorical variables was used as appropriate. Inter-or intraobserver variability and the width of agreement analysis in LA volume quantification between any different LA cutting planes (biplane, four-, eight-and 12-plane) and ABD method were analyzed by the Bland-Altman method. The statistical analysis was performed with STATA version 8.0 software (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA), and the significance level was set at p < 0.05 using a two-tailed test. Table 1 lists the results of the first protocol as the ratio of differences in root-mean-square percentage error, 96; all p < 0.01) determination based on different LA cutting planes (biplane, four-, eight-and 12-plane, respectively) between these two methods. In addition, with increasing LA cutting planes, the bias of this estimate seemed to decrease, as well as the width of limits of such agreement (Figure 2 ). In our study, eight equidistant image planes seemed sufficient to produce optimal results with acceptable bias with optimal correlation as compared with the RT-3DE ABD method.
Results
Impact of different LA cutting planes on LA volume quantification
International
Impact of aging and blood pressure on LA volume quantification
In protocol 2, the mean age of the normal group was significantly younger than the hypertensive group (45.3 ± 1.9 vs. 57.5 ± 1.6; p < 0.01). Blood pressure was significantly higher in the hypertensive group. Table 2 displays the baseline demographics and differences of this LA functional evaluation by RT-3DE between these two groups. The LAEF, defined as the percentage of LA emptying to LAV max , was not related to age. Furthermore, LAV max , LAV min and LAEV, as defined by RT-3DE, were all significantly higher in the hypertensive group when compared with the normal group (p < 0.01), although there was no difference in LAEF between these two groups (p = 0.7). LV diastolic parameters from the Doppler assessment (e.g., E/A ratio, DT) were significantly different (p < 0.01). LAV max , when determined by the 3DE ABD method, seemed to increase with age in the hypertensive population, although this relationship was not obvious in the normal group (r = 0.26, p = 0.03, and r = 0.16, p = 0.19, respectively). The LAV min seemed to increase with age in the normal group, rather than in the hypertensive group (r = 0.26, p = 0.03, and r = 0.17, p = 0.16, respectively). Figure 3 further shows the impact of hypertension on LA remodeling in terms of LAV max and LAV min , while the LAEF seemed to be similar in both groups irrespective of aging process. There was a significant difference in LA remodeling with the existence of hypertension irrespective of aging. presenting as normal, hypertension and HF. Patients with HF or hypertension seemed to be older than normal subjects (p < 0.01), and they tended to have worse LV geometry such as a larger volume or larger global LV mass as assessed by the traditional M-mode method (p < 0.01). Impaired renal function, as evaluated by serum creatinine level, tended to increase across these three groups (p = 0.03). Significantly reduced LV global function as evaluated by ejection fraction was also observed in the HF group (p < 0.01). Maximum LA volumes evaluated by 2D area-length method, biplane Simpson's method or RT-3DE ABD were all significantly different (p < 0.01). LAEFs were also significantly different across these three groups, regardless of the methods used for calculation. However, there was a diverse trend result in LAEV across these three groups by different methods (2D area-length: p = 0.05; 2D biplane Simpson's: p = 0.07; RT-3DE ABD: p = 0.10) used for LA quantification. Also, LAEV seemed to be higher in the hypertensive group and lower in the HF group. Finally, both average and regional LA expansion volume change rates (PeLA) derived from RT-3DE ABD, representative of LA reservoir function, seemed to be similar in all three groups except for the regional estimate approximate LA segment (p = 0.01).
Impact of clinical presentations on LA volumes
Inter-and intraobserver variability in LA volume quantification
Twenty cases in this study were randomly chosen for a reproducibility study. The same quantifications of each case were performed repeatedly by the same observer 1 week after the first measurement. Two experienced physicians in the echocardiography laboratory repeated the same measurement using the same workstation to test the interobserver variability. The variability in maximum and minimum LA volume quantification by RT-3DE was 6.8% and 7.1% for interobserver difference and 4.5% and 5.7% for intraobserver difference.
Discussion
In this study, we demonstrated that LA volume quantification using an ABD algorithm by RT-3DE may provide a clinically useful tool to determine LA global and regional volumes and functional evaluation. We also confirmed that LA cutting planes and underlying heart diseases associated with aging are all important factors in the determination of LA volume assessed by the RT-3DE method.
Atrial volume and function alterations, possibly exerted and influenced by normal aging, deteriorated with HF, exercise intolerance 17 and the most common atrial arrhythmia, atrial fibrillation 2, 18 . Atrial fibrillation occurs in 0.4% of the general population, while this prevalence increases rapidly up to 5% beyond the age of 65 years 19 . Early and precise diagnosis of such atrial structural and functional alterations, defined as LA remodeling in different stages of HF 20 , as well as the treatment of potentially reversible disorders in daily practice, may thus be invaluable. LA function actually plays three major physiologic roles: (1) acting as a contractile pump (booster) delivering 15-30% of LV filling, (2) acting as a reservoir collecting pulmonary venous return during ventricular systole (defined as expansion index in our study); and (3) acting as a conduit for passing stored blood from the LA to the LV during early diastolic phase 21, 22 . Normal LA is a lightly tapered, pillow-shaped 3D structure without a distinct long or short axis 23 . When the left atrium starts to dilate during the remodeling process, the relative enlargement in the anteroposterior dimension is limited because of the physical constraints of the spine and the sternum 24 , leading to a more lateral rather 36.9 ± 8.7 41.0 ± 11.4 66.9 ± 33.6 < 0.01 Min LA volume (mL) 13.6 ± 2.9 14.7 ± 3.9 46.5 ± 28.9 < 0.01 LAEV (mL)
23. Owing to the higher cost, inconvenience and time consumption of cardiac MRI imaging modalities in clinical LA volume quantification, a rapid and clinically feasible alternative is thus necessary and helpful. Newer generations of RT-3DE have been recently developed and proven to be capable of quantifying cardiac chambers in a 3D way 9 and to highly correlate with cardiac MRI 10,27 and traditional 2D methods 17 . Recent studies also demonstrated the superiority of LA volume quantification by RT-3DE over traditional 2D methods in predicting outcomes in patients with severe LV dysfunction 28 . Similar to previous studies, eight cut planes were adequate for LA volume quantification in the current study when using the RT-3DE ABD method 12, 13 . Compared with those studies, our data might be more applicable to a broader disease population ranging from normal, hypertensive to HF patients.
In addition, LA function seemed to be affected by diastolic dysfunction, which is potentially influenced by LV end-diastolic pressure or the possible existence of hypertension 29 . As LA remodeling occurs as estimated by indexed LA volume, it may reflect the burden and chronicity of elevated LV filling pressure, and thus become a strong predictor of outcomes. In line with a previous study 29 , our data revealed that in normal subjects without hypertension, LAV max remained constant in the elderly group, although LAV min tended to increase with aging process. Furthermore, LA pumping fraction and volume remained unchanged, although impaired LV relaxation and filling pattern occurred with normal aging. Well adapted LA contraction force without an enlarged LA volume seemed to counteract this aging-related impaired LV filling in our study. In subjects with hypertension, however, both LAV max and LAEV increased with age, which may be explained by the volumetric compensation and adaptation of LA in impaired diastolic relaxation. This same observation has also been demonstrated by Doppler compliance. Similar to LV remodeling in HF patients, an obviously enlarged LA volume (both maximum and minimum volume) compensating for adequate forward blood flow with generalized decreasing efficacy, which was represented as a reduced LAEF, was observed. A mildly reduced LAEV compared with normal and hypertensive subjects may partially help to explain the relative preservation of stroke volume in such circumstances to maintain sufficient cardiac output. Moreover, the average and regional LA expansion volume change rate did not differ much among the three groups except for the anterior segment of LA. Again, the adaptive behavior of LA expansion in terms of volume changes in proportion to the adaptive increase in volume itself, which is mainly affected by LV filling pressure, offset the underlying functional disturbance in this atrial reservoir phase.
Regional differences in LA distensibility may exist with the LA appendage being more compliant than the atrial main chamber to act as a reservoir in case of pressure or volume overload 32 . In the present study, average LA expansion volume change rates over the whole region near the mitral annulus was similar, while regional LA expansion volume change rates (anterior area) did show a significant decrease in the HF population when compared with normal and hypertensive groups. The proximity of the LA anterior region to the appendage in anatomic distribution in our study may be the main reason that this finding could serve as an important marker of LA dysfunction by RT-3DE.
Limitation
In this study, atrial volume rather than volume indexed to body surface area was used. The body surface area derived from body height has been suggested to be more predictive of clinical outcomes in longitudinal studies when compared with atrial volumes alone 4 . However, it may be beyond the discussion from a pathophysiologic point of view in this article. Furthermore, variations in body height and weight in our study did not reach statistical significance among different groups. A considerable difference of atrial volumes calculated using the RT-3DE database among three groups also offset the potential impact of body size difference on LA volume determination in our study.
Another major limitation of this study may come from the image acquisition with lower inborn frame rates (around 50-60 ms) using RT-3DE compared with the Doppler method (< 30 ms). This difference in temporal resolution may lead to potential measurement error with subsequent interpolation in data generation or possibly missed cardiac mechanical events under rapid motion. In addition, not all phases of atrial activity were discussed and compared in the present study. The "chop off" of later QRS events before a more complete recording of atrial contraction behavior from gated electrocardiogram setting during raw data acquisition from each continuous heart cycle precluded this analysis. Instead, quantification of global and regional atrial expansion volume rates at the reservoir phase was relatively easier and technically more feasible using the RT-3DE method and was thus adopted. Finally, atrial volume quantification by ABD technique from the RT-3DE data set may not be feasible in all institutions because of its higher cost and more experience-dependent technique. Thus, atrial volume quantification using a multiple cutting plane algorithm was adopted in the present study, which may be more widely applicable to other echocardiography laboratories.
Conclusion
Our study demonstrated that eight cut planes may be enough to accurately quantify LA volume by RT-3DE. Using RT-3DE with an off-line analysis, we found that LA tends to enlarge to achieve a compensatory higher LA active pumping in the hypertensive group compared with normal subjects, but this situation was not observed in normal aging process. We also observed that further adaptive volume expansion and significantly reduced emptying efficacy of LA could take place. This may help to maintain a relatively preserved pumping volume when HF starts to occur. LA volume and functional evaluation by RT-3DE thus not only provides a promising diagnostic tool providing insights into LA mechanics and pathophysiology, but also may help clinical therapeutic decisions and plans.
